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S. Thomas' College Mt. Lavinia Sri Lanka OBA Australian Branch Inc.
PO BOX 2337, Mt Waverley, Victoria 3149, Australia

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Members and well-wishers,
I thank members for reposing their trust in me to lead the STCOBA during the next
twelve months. The committee that has been elected is a worthy one and has a
blend of youth and experience and a shared enthusiasm to work diligently together to ensure that the OBA continues to be relevant to the lives of the “Thomian family”. I welcome on the committee Vasee Nesiah, who returns as a vice-president after a few years’ absence, and Ajith Abeynaike, Mahes Heenetigala, Neomal
Jasinghe, Dayan Fernando and Dilusha Nanayakkara. I am confident that they all will make valuable contributions to the advancement of the OBA.
This is also an opportunity for me to thank all the outgoing members of the committee for the selfless, sterling
jobs they have performed over the course of time that they have served on the committee. Principal among
these is Trevor Mendis, our outgoing President, who has faithfully served the OBA for a period of close to 20
years. It is a matter of public record that Trevor’s term was not altogether untroubled. But there is no doubting that he gave his heart and soul to furthering the cause of the OBA, and for this we owe him a debt of gratitude. We wish him and his wife,Aloma, all the very best and we trust that they will be frequent attendees at
our future functions. Others with long and valuable contributions to the OBA are Rohith Amaratunga, Jayantha Wanigatunga and Ashton Anthonisz and their work for the OBA will be sorely missed. Asfan Thajudeen
and Sehan Selvadurai have had to leave for personal reasons and we thank them, too, for their important contributions while they served on committee.
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Continued form page 01
The OBA has to face some significant challenges over the next few years, the principal one being to attract
younger old Thomians to become members. Over two-thirds of our members are over 50 and more than 50%
are over 60. Unlike our OBA in Colombo, we do not have a steady stream of school-leavers to swell our ranks
each year. There are reputed to be at least a hundred ‘younger’ old Thomians in their 20s in Melbourne. But
the OBA here is not necessarily relevant to their lives in a way that it was to those of us who came to Australia’s shores 20 or more years ago. In the modern world, the OBA has to become relevant to them and find programs and activities that will attract them. To this end, we will investigate the possibility of establishing some
form of mentoring or assistance scheme, which may be attractive to prospective young old Thomians.
For many years now, and certainly during the 8 years that I have spent on the OBA committee, we have been
focused on the events that continue to form part of our calendar. In our busy lives, we have not had the time to
focus on the future and to plan to build upon the foundations laid by past committees. Our lives continue to be
busy. However, I have set myself and the committee a challenge to come up with ideas and to commence implementing them so that the OBA will continue onwards and upwards.
An initiative that I consider is worth pursuing is the setting up of a trust fund to which contributions can be
made so that, in the future, even in the event that the membership of the OBA is a pale reflection of what it is
today, the OBA will be able to continue to provide funding assistance for worthwhile projects at Mount Lavinia
and its branches. A recent proposal was made regarding the setting up of a charitable trust fund. There are
doubts that such a fund would gain regulatory approval but a simple trust fund with non-tax-deductible contributions could be set up with more ease. A sub-committee will be formed to assess the feasibility of setting up a
trust fund (with or without charitable status) with a view to assisting STC and its branches should there come
a time when our membership in Australia has dwindled.
A new Associations Incorporation Reform Act has been enacted. It will be necessary to adopt a new constitution, even if it merely replicates the old and another sub-committee for this purpose is being formed. This
needs to occur by 26th November 2013 and a special general meeting will need to be held prior to this date.
The calendar of events is published elsewhere in Thomiana. Please support your OBA by trying to attend as
many functions as possible. Principal amongst these is our Thomian Ball 2013 on Saturday 17th August. It is
our major fund-raising event. This function, our members’ annual subscriptions and the small dance are our
only sources of revenue; all the rest of our activities are a net cost to the OBA. Therefore, your support is essential for the continued well-being of the OBA. It remains a challenge for us to find new streams of revenue.
In closing, let me assure members that we will be doing our best to meet the objects of the OBA and to make it
a meaningful part of your lives.
Trevor Meares.

01.05.2013

President,
STC OBA Australia.

News Flash…………..
An opportunity to read some contributions made by one of our
distinguished Old Boys Dr. Sanjiva Wijesinghe - eBooks available through Amazon
Browse using the links given below.
The books are:
a. FRIENDS - Second edition of the book that was originally published in 2008
by Vijitha Yapa Publications (http://www.amazon.com/Friends-ebook/dp/
B00BQXLPI6/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1362967675&sr=8-2&keywords=wijesinha)
b. NOT OUR WAR - this is a new book of short stories, only available as
an eBook at present (http://www.amazon.com/Not-Our-War-ebook/dp/
B00BRSCXPY/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1362967675&sr=8-3&keywords=wijesinha)

27/05/2013
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EDITORS NOTE
It is with great pleasure that I present the Thomiana to our membership. This issue will focus on Reminiscence of yesteryear which keep the Thomian spirit going. Collecting Thomian stories and compiling them
were quite interesting and gave me an opportunity to learn a few facts about College and its history
which I was not aware of.
While in the process of collecting articles some of whom I met asked me, what makes Thomians so special. It is a fact that Thomians always outshine others wherever we are , and literally will keep the college flag flying. Thomians, will flock together with respect to each other, while maintaining standards
and traditions. Our strength is based on the traditions that have never changed. Win or lose we always
rally round our College flag the Blue, Black and Blue.
Although we inherit such strong bonding, it is regrettable to note that the participation of Thomians in
many events organised by the OBA, were limited to few circles of friends or groups and on some occasions, to the committee. The Committee is doing their best to keep the Thomian spirit going by organising
many events and get-togethers. Committee cannot fulfil desires of everyone. We appeal to our members
to attend events organised, whenever possible.
I must also mention that when I accepted the editor position I never thought how much time it would
take to put some meaningful material for our learned members to read and enjoy. To make a newsletter
more effective, it certainly require lots of time, lots of thinking, relevant information and many other several inputs.
While engaged in my day to day work at several offices in two countries it was hard to find time to present a perfect News Letter. However I have finally managed to come up with some material although late
which I am sure most of you will enjoy reading.
Let us work together to make sure that the OBA Australia grows from strength to strength to serve you better.

ESTO PERPETUA
Special thanks to all those who contributed to this issue of the THOMIANA. The Editorial Sub Committee would love
to have your feedback, suggestions and contributions. Please email your contributions and comments to the Editor
(editor@stcobaaust.org.au) and we will try and
accommodate them in the next edition.

27/05/2013
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Here is an opportunity to rally round the College Flag.

APPEAL FOR FUNDS FOR THOMIAN RUGBY
The President of the Old Thomians Rugby Football Union ("OTRFU") has made an appeal for funds, Please read his
letter below.
As all members of the Thomian "family" are aware, the two main sports at STC are cricket and rugby. Other sports
are important and worthy of support, too, but the sports that generate the most interest among spectators and
schoolboys alike are undoubtedly cricket and rugby. Much prestige rides on the results of encounters against our
traditional rivals but in rugby, of late, STC has been an "also ran" against many other schools which haven't been
able to boast of as long a participation in the game as STC.
To reverse the trend, much is being done to improve the state of college rugby. But it comes at a financial cost. The
budget in 2013 for rugby at STC is Rs.17,000,000. The OTRFU has pledged to raise Rs.2,000,000 of the budgeted
expenditure. Any donations to the OTRFU will be gratefully received. Already, the efforts of the OTRFU and others
are beginning to be successful as STC, a lower division side, defeated Trinity by 29 points to 15 on Saturday 20th
April 2013.
There are many members in Australia who have represented college in rugby and hold the cause of Thomian rugby
close to their hearts, and they may wish to lend financial support. The STCOBA in Melbourne will be happy to act as
a conduit and pass on any funds received by members and well-wishers. There are various payment methods. If
sending a cheque or money order, please state that the funds are for STC rugby; if paying online include "Rugby" in
the narrative. Acknowledgements of funds received will be published during the course of the year. This appeal will
close on 30 June 2013, and funds received will be remitted shortly thereafter. Should any funds be received subsequently, we will send it at an appropriate time but, in the first instance, we are looking to make a lump sum remittance
of a worthwhile figure.
STCOBA' s mailing address in Melbourne is P.O. Box 2337, Mount Waverley, 3149
STCOBA's BSB is 063-050 and Account No. is 1004-9468.
Should you have any queries about the appeal
or on his mobile 0402 338 637.

27/05/2013

, please contact Trevor Meares by email to tameares@bigpond.com
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Editors note:
The above article and the Warden De Saram’s Tribute were
extracted from the STC OBA News letter The OLD BOY published on 31.12.2006.

The above bust statue of Warden De Saram was unveiled
on 10th February 2006 by the Centenary Group. The statue was unveiled by Warden Dr. David A Ponniah and the
President of the Centenary Group Mr. Lincoln Fernando.
Courtesy “The OLD BOY”
27/05/2013
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Thomian Legal Eagles

Continued…….
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Editors Note: Mr. K.C. Kamalasabeyson passed away recently after a short
illness. Thomian Legal Eagles is a production of The OLD BOY under a code
name The Litigant. Our thanks are extended to The OLD BOY .

27/05/2013
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Only Thomians Could
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ROYAL- THOMIAN 2013.

Sri Lanka
I was one of the many disappointed Old Thomians at the result of the cricket match. I witnessed the game
far away from Melbourne almost in its entirety through thepapare.com website which has beamed the game
during the last few years. It was not the result of the game that mattered but the way in which we went
about executing our skills which were below sub-standard.
My observation of the game was that we had no fighting spirit or Thomian grit which has been the cornerstone of many heroic performances during the past few years. The question is had we lost the Thomian
spirit or grit in our performance or was it an isolated case. To me, the main issue was the poor performance
of our Captain and Vice-Captain who were unable to display leadership and courage in both innings of the
game. This lack of leadership filtered down to the rest of the team in their uninspired performance.

In general our batting lacked concentration and staying power which is very crucial in a three day game.
There were unnecessary run outs, due to very poor judgment from our batsman and also very poor shot selection at crucial times of the game. Our fielding performance was sub- standard. These disciplines definitely had a bearing on the result of the game. Did these disciplines reflect on the coaching?
With the loss I trust that those in charge of the game at senior level will be able to focus constructively as
to how we could better perform in to the future. This should result in an improved performance during the
season so that when we arrive at the Royal-Thomian match all players will be physical and mentally prepared for the battle ahead of them. It was quite evident that we lacked the challenging qualities this year.
To improve the quality of performance, one of my suggestions would be that we should institute a three
year program at any given time to target a nucleus of players from the under fifteen age group, coached
progressively in readiness to take the next step playing at the senior level. This should be immaterial
whether coaching staff remain or are changed.
Arasu Saravanamuttu

There were many Thomians who also became Parliamentarians
Dudley Senanayake, A.F Molamure, Donald Ranaweera, W. Dahanayake, Mudiyanse Tennakoon
( Podi Putha from Nikewearatiya ), C.P De Silva, SWRD Bandaranaike and Suntheralingam are a few
prominent names of an exhaustive list. These Thomians represented different political parties in the
parliament.

During parliament debates, although they were friends, used to engage in verbal fights over many issues
of governance. On one such occasion Prime Minister SWRD Bandaranaike accused Suntheralingam of
having one leg in India and the other in Jaffna. Immediately “Suntha” turned around and retorted “ My
dear Banda, knowing you from school days I do not like to keep my legs together “ The entire house
roared in laughter leaving Bandaranaike to quietly resume his seat .
27/05/2013
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Secretaries of the S. Thomas’ College OBA 1887 – 2012
Rev. G. A. H. Arndt

1887 – 1906

Mr. G. S. Schneider

1907 – 1912

Mr. Vernon Grenier

1913 – 1917

Mr. E. Navaratnam

1918 – 1925

Rev. R. S. de Saram

1926 – 1929

Mr. Harold Jansz

1929 – 1932

Mr. F. L. Goonewardene

1932 – 1933

Mr. A. L. de Witt

1933 – 1940

Mr. P. Sarawanamuttu

1940 – 1945

Mr. F. C. Wijesekera

1945 – 1952

Mr. G. A. C. Sirimanne

1952 – 1958

Mr. N. A. de S. Wijesekera

1958 – 1965

Mr. W. A. Wijesinghe

1966 – 1979

Mr. Sri Sangabo Corea

1980 – 1984

Mr. Shuaib A. Cader

1984 – 1988

Mr. N. T. Perera

1988 – 1992

Mr. Tissa Molligoda

1992 – 1994

Mr. Premalal Gunasekera

1994 – 1995

Mr. Ajith Jayasekera

1995 – 1996

Mr. Y. S. De Soysa

1996 – 1997

Mr. C. Vijitha Fernando

1997 – 1999

Mr. Nalin Fernando

1999 – 2001

Mr. Lalith Amarasekara

2001 – 2002

Mr. Dilrukshan Tillekeratne

2002 – 2005

Mr. Senaka de Fonseka

2005 - 2007

Mr. C. P. Sanjay Mendis

2007 - 2008

Mr. Sri Sangabo Corea

2008 - 2009

Mr. Udaya Guneratne

2009 - 2012

Mr Dilshan Jayasuriya

2012-

College Chapel as it stands today

27/05/2013
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Our Dearly Departed
Ranil Abeynaika
If tolling bell I ask the cause.
'A soul has gone to God,'
I'm answered in a lonesome tone;
Is heaven then so sad?
That bells should joyful ring to tell
A soul had gone to heaven,
Would seem to me the proper way
A good news should be given.
Emily Dickinson (1830—1886)

2013 — STC OBA Executive Committee
President:
Trevor Meares | (03) 9763 9825 | 0402 338 637

Assistant Treasurer:
Nabil Mubarak | (03) 9562 9291 | 0405 258 776

Vice Presidents:
Vasee Nesiah 0403471642
Peneeth Goonawardena | (03) 9702 3726 | 0404 213 166
Niral Fernando | (03) 9772 0184 | 0419 368 671

Webmaster:
Sarath Jayasuriya | 0437 634 243

Secretary:
Chris Lawton | (03) 8794 9680
Assistant Secretary:
Mahes Heenetigala | 0407 369 717

General Committee:
Ajith Abeynaike 043951164
Lalith Aponso | (03) 9716 3625 | 0423 023 473
Dayan Fernando | 0450 248 008
Chevi de Mel | 0413 837 642
Pramu Rodrigo | 0422 067 994
Neomal Jasinghe | 0402 852 987
Dilusha Nanayakkara 432931002

Editor:
Sarath Jayasuriya | 0437 634 243
Treasurer:
Mahes Fernando | 0435 835 996

Spectacular Aerial View of the College as it stands now.

27/05/2013
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Membership Application Continued from page 25

SIZE
Medium
Large
X - Large
XX Large
XXX –Lge
27/05/2013

CHEST LENGTH
41”
43”
45”
47”

27.5”
28.5”
29.5”
30.5”

49”

31.5”

T'- shirts will be available after the 24th of May
and it is only a limited number that is being print-
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Support Your OBA by becoming a member!
To All Old Boys
If you have an interesting anecdote about your days at STC or its branches or some interesting titbits about the after school life of a fellow
Thomian (even a teacher) or just remember the good old days as they used to be; please send in your articles, letters, poems, stories, etc.
For full details of any of the functions and events, ensure that you receive a copy of the next edition of Thomiana . If you have not paid
already, please renew your annual subscription now.
Similarly, it is vital that you advise us of changes to your contact details in order to ensure that this publication reaches you. We urge
members who continue to receive their Thomiana in the mail to kindly advise us of your email address, as the OBA can then email it to
you (at absolutely no cost), saving a tidy sum on the printing and postage.
The Membership Secretary
PO Box 2337
Mt. Waverley 3149, Victoria, Australia

.

PRINT POST
S. Thomas' College Mt. Lavinia Sri Lanka OBA
Australian Branch Inc.
Return Postage Guaranteed
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